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Includes 10,000 holidays, holy days, national and ethnic celebrations, astronomical
phenomena, festivals, fairs, anniversaries, and other events from around the world
In the tradition of Gayle Forman and John Green comes this extraordinary YA debut about a
blind teen girl navigating life and love in high school. Parker Grant doesn't need 20/20 vision to
see right through you. That's why she created the Rules: Don't treat her any differently just
because she's blind, and never take advantage. There will be no second chances. Just ask
Scott Kilpatrick, the boy who broke her heart. When Scott suddenly reappears in her life after
being gone for years, Parker knows there's only one way to react--shun him so hard it hurts.
She has enough on her mind already, like trying out for the track team (that's right, her eyes
don't work but her legs still do), doling out tough-love advice to her painfully naive classmates,
and giving herself gold stars for every day she hasn't cried since her dad's death three months
ago. But avoiding her past quickly proves impossible, and the more Parker learns about what
really happened--both with Scott, and her dad--the more she starts to question if things are
always as they seem. Maybe, just maybe, some Rules are meant to be broken. Combining a
fiercely engaging voice with true heart, debut author Eric Lindstrom's Not If I See You First
illuminates those blind spots that we all have in life, whether visually impaired or not.
This book offers a practical template for training patrons to use eBook, streaming video, online
music, and journal collections that is practical, adaptable, and most importantly, sustainable. •
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Introduces librarians to a sustainable approach to teaching or coaching patrons on how to
access and use eBooks, streaming video, digital music, and digital journal collections • Offers
a flexible approach that can be customized to libraries of different sizes and budgets • Builds
on librarians' reference skills to stay current with new technologies • Focuses on sustainability
for smaller and mid-sized libraries
SPECIAL FREE PREVIEW! “Michele Raffin has made an important contribution to saving
endangered birds, and her book is a fascinating and rarely seen glimpse behind the scenes.
The joy she gets from her close relationships with these amazing animals and her outsized
commitment to them comes through loud and clear in this engaging and joyful book.”
—Dominick Dorsa, Curator of Birds, San Francisco Zoo Each morning at first light, Michele
Raffin awakens to the bewitching music that heralds another day at Pandemonium Aviaries—a
symphony that swells from the most vocal of over 350 avian throats representing over 40
species. “It knocks me out, every day,” she admits. Pandemonium Aviaries is a conservation
organization dedicated to saving and breeding birds at the edge of extinction, including some
of the largest populations of rare species in the world. And their behavior is even more
fascinating than their glorious plumage or their songs. They fall in love, they mourn, they
rejoice, they sacrifice, they have a sense of humor, they feel jealous, they invent, plot, cope,
and sometimes they murder each other. As Raffin says, “They teach us volumes about the
interrelationships of humans and animals.” Their stories make up the heart of this book.
There’s Sweetie, a tiny quail with an outsize personality; the inspiring Oscar, a Lady Gouldian
finch who can’t fly but finds a way to reach the highest perches of his aviary to roost. The
ecstatic reunion of a disabled Victoria crowned pigeon, Wing, and her brother, Coffee, is as
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wondrous as the silent kinship that develops between Amadeus, a one-legged turaco, and an
autistic young visitor. Ultimately, The Birds of Pandemonium is about one woman’s crusade to
save precious lives, bird by bird, and offers insights into how following a passion can transform
not only oneself but also the world. “Delightful . . . full of wonderful accounts of bird behavior,
demonstrating caring, learning, sociability, adaptability, and a will to live. Its appeal is ageless,
her descriptions riveting, and her devotion to the birds remarkable.” —Joanna Burger, author of
The Parrot Who Owns Me: The Story of a Relationship “A remarkable book. Reading about
the birds of Pandemonium will make you laugh and cry; it will make you see more clearly the
need to take care of our planet; and it will confirm that one person with a passion can make a
difference.” —Jeff Corwin, nature conservationist and host, Animal Planet “The Birds of
Pandemonium touched me deeply . . . This book is about reconnecting with the nature of birds,
and the nature of ourselves.” —Jon Young, author of What the Robin Knows
Includes three times a year Audiovisual guide, previously issued as part of Library journal.

Since 1973, TEXAS MONTHLY has chronicled life in contemporary Texas,
reporting on vital issues such as politics, the environment, industry, and
education. As a leisure guide, TEXAS MONTHLY continues to be the
indispensable authority on the Texas scene, covering music, the arts, travel,
restaurants, museums, and cultural events with its insightful recommendations.
Explore the mechanics of simple machines by lifting levers, grinding gears,
flipping flaps, and more. Join Sloth and Sengi, two zoo animals who long to be
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free, as they put these machines to use. Pop-up and lift-the-flap illustrations help
explain levers, wheels, pulleys, and more, as the two animals comically test out
their contraptions in episodic sequences. A final, foldout spread reveals their
most elaborate machine yet, which resembles a roller coaster and incorporates
all of the devices they have used so far.
A large, spotted animal discovers he really belongs in a circus, not a zoo. On
board pages.
This stunning debut novel about grief and wonder was an instant New York
Times bestseller and captured widespread critical acclaim, including selection as
a 2015 National Book Award finalist! After her best friend dies in a drowning
accident, Suzy is convinced that the true cause of the tragedy must have been a
rare jellyfish sting--things don't just happen for no reason. Retreating into a silent
world of imagination, she crafts a plan to prove her theory--even if it means
traveling the globe, alone. Suzy's achingly heartfelt journey explores life, death,
the astonishing wonder of the universe...and the potential for love and hope right
next door. Oddlot Entertainment has acquired the screen rights to The Thing
About Jellyfish, with Gigi Pritzker set to produce with Bruna Papandrea and
Reese Witherspoon.
The fastest, easiest, most comprehensive way to learn Adobe® Illustrator® (2014
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release) Classroom in a Book, the best-selling series of hands-on software
training workbooks, offers what no other book or training program does—an
official training series from Adobe Systems Incorporated, developed with the
support of Adobe product experts. Adobe Illustrator Classroom in a Book
contains lessons that cover the basics, providing countless tips and techniques to
help you become more productive with the program. You can follow the book
from start to finish or choose only those lessons that interest you. In addition to
teaching the key elements of the Illustrator interface, this completely revised
edition covers the new Live rectangle and rounded rectangle functionality,
preview a path as you draw with the Pen tool, new workflow for dealing with
missing Typekit fonts, anchor point enhancements like repositioning the closing
anchor point as you draw, and much more. Purchasing this book gives you
access to the downloadable lesson files you need to work through the projects in
the book, and to electronic book updates covering new features that Adobe
releases for Creative Cloud customers. For access, goto
www.peachpit.com/redeem and redeem the unique code provided inside this
book. “The Classroom in a Book series is by far the best training material on the
market. Everything you need to master the software is included: clear
explanations of each lesson, step-by-step instructions, and the project files for
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the students.” Barbara Binder, Adobe Certified Instructor Rocky Mountain
Training
Cincinnati Magazine taps into the DNA of the city, exploring shopping, dining,
living, and culture and giving readers a ringside seat on the issues shaping the
region.
New York magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the New York
Herald Tribune and quickly made a place for itself as the trusted resource for
readers across the country. With award-winning writing and photography
covering everything from politics and food to theater and fashion, the magazine's
consistent mission has been to reflect back to its audience the energy and
excitement of the city itself, while celebrating New York as both a place and an
idea.
In this emotionally charged and inspiring novel about a love triangle, secrets
between best friends threaten to blow up friendships and a marriage and change
lives forever. When Miriam’s fireman husband, Chauncey, dies while rescuing
students from a school fire, Miriam feels like her life is over. How is she going to
raise her three children all by herself? How will she survive without the love of her
life? Luckily, Miriam’s sister-friend Emily and Emily’s husband, Jamal, are there
to comfort her. Jamal and Chauncey grew up together and were best friends;
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Jamal and Emily know they will do all they can to support Miriam through her
grief. Jamal steps in and helps Miriam with the funeral arrangements and with her
children, plus he gives her hope that she has a future. But all the time that they
spend together—grieving, sharing, and reminiscing—brings the two closer in ways
they never planned. . . .
A magical coming-of-age story from Coretta Scott King honor author Jewell
Parker Rhodes, rich with Southern folklore, friendship, family, fireflies and
mermaids, plus an environmental twist. It's city-girl Maddy's first summer in the
bayou, and she just falls in love with her new surroundings - the glimmering
fireflies, the glorious landscape, and something else, deep within the water, that
only she can see. Could it be a mermaid? As her grandmother shares wisdom
about sayings and signs, Maddy realizes she may be the only sibling to carry on
her family's magical legacy. And when a disastrous oil leak threatens the bayou,
she knows she may also be the only one who can help. Does she have what it
takes to be a hero? Jewell Parker Rhodes weaves a rich tale celebrating the
magic within.
Miami architecture is world renowned, but many historic treasures have been
forgotten. The Richmond Naval Air Station was a blimp base destroyed by
hurricane in 1945. A Cold War missile base lies covered in graffiti. Homestead's
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old Aerojet complex was originally used in the testing and construction of
experimental rockets but was slowly demolished as part of a project to revitalize
the Everglades. The Miami Marine Stadium was declared unsafe after Hurricane
Andrew in 1992 and stands abandoned today. Author and "Abandoned Florida"
blogger David Bulit revives the history and secrets of the Magic City's vanishing
gems.
Indianapolis Monthly is the Circle City’s essential chronicle and guide, an
indispensable authority on what’s new and what’s news. Through coverage of
politics, crime, dining, style, business, sports, and arts and entertainment, each
issue offers compelling narrative stories and lively, urbane coverage of Indy’s
cultural landscape.
Provides information on accommodations, restaurants, nightlife, shopping,
annual events, attractions, parks and recreation, neighborhoods and real estate,
and education
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication
and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and data licensing platform. Billboard
publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest
music, video, gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.
«??????? ?????????» – ???????????? ?????? ? ?????? ? ????????????. ???
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???????????. ?????????? ? ?????????? ??????? ??????????, ???????, ??????,
???????? ? ??????????, ??????? ? ???????????? ?????, ???????? ??????.
«??????? ?????????» – ???, ??? ?? ?????? ????? ? ??????!????????????????
?????????? PRO ???????? ? ???? ??????? ???????????????????? ?
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???????????, ????????????? ????????? ? ???????? ?????? ? ??????? ???????
???????? ???? ? ???????? ?????????? ? ?????.
In James Patterson's pulse-racing New York Times bestseller, violent animal
attacks are destroying entire cities-and two unlikely heroes must save the world
before it's too late. All over the world, brutal attacks are crippling entire cities.
Jackson Oz, a young biologist, watches the escalating events with an increasing
sense of dread. When he witnesses a coordinated lion ambush in Africa, the
enormity of the violence to come becomes terrifyingly clear. With the help of
ecologist Chloe Tousignant, Oz races to warn world leaders before it's too late.
The attacks are growing in ferocity, cunning, and planning, and soon there will be
no place left for humans to hide. For 36 years, James Patterson has written
unputdownable, pulse-racing novels-and Zoo is the thriller he was born to write.
With wildly inventive imagination and white-knuckle suspense that rivals Stephen
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King at his very best, Zoo is an epic, non-stop thrill-ride from "one of the best of
the best" (Time).
A magazine for designers of interactive products.
**New, lower price!** Hands are clapping, penguins are waddling, parrots are squawking and a
herd of pigs have escaped from their pen. This early introduction to animals, nature - and more
- is a delight to share out loud. Counting has never been so much laugh-out-loud fun! Book
dimensions are 6 inches x 9 inches. Click on the LOOK INSIDE feature for a sneak preview!
GET THE KINDLE EBOOK FREE on Amazon.com IF YOU BUY THIS PAPERBACK PRINT
BOOK Scroll up and order your copy now! ====================== Tags: books about
counting, learn to count, learning to count, books about numbers, 123, first books, first
counting book, first numbers book, book of numbers, learn to read, early learning, educational
books,first words, introduction to numbers, introduction to counting, baby books, toddler books,
preschooler books, preschool books, stories for kids, books for kids, kids books, childrens
books, elementary, book, kindle book, kindle ebook, age 5, preschool, age 6, age 2, age 3, age
4, kids stories, children stories, books for 5 year olds, books for 6 year olds, books for 2 year
olds, books for 3 year olds, books for 4 year olds, Early Readers, Beginner Readers, read
aloud books, preschool books, books for preschoolers, nursery rhymes, picture books for kids,
picture books for preschoolers, rhyming books for children, funny bedtime story, childrens
books by age 2-4, children's books ages 3-5, children's picture books, early beginner readers,
kids books about animals, new for spring, new books, happy stories, happy books, happy
poems, the season of spring, bunnies, rabbits, chicks, farm books, farm animals, cute pictures,
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eastertime, happy easter, easter time, lent, easter sunday, good friday, easter monday, easter
holiday, easter vacation, may, may day, mother's day, kids books about dogs, bird books for
kids, bird books for children, countryside books for kids, Books for children ages 3-5 6-8, Story
books for kids 5-7, park stories, outdoor stories, books about the seasons, books about the
weather, books about nature, books about wild animals, books about zoo animals, books for
kids, introduction to zoo animals, first book, books about going out and about, the way things
work, Bedtime books, books for kids, Books about the outdoors, books about going for a walk,
kids summer reading, summer holidays, summer holiday, summer vacation, summer school,
classroom, class book, school book, group reading, library reading, library book, books about
the seaside, books about animals, books about nature, beach read, present, birthday,
Christmas, easter, thanksgiving, celebration, holiday, spring, summer, autumn, winter, relaxing
read,fun stories, funny stories,new release, summer vacation, kids holiday,nursery rhymes,
fairy tales, easy to read, calming bedtime books,happily ever after, interesting books for kids,
new concepts, books for toddlers, books for preschoolers, books for elementary, toddler books,
preschool books, elementary books,baby books,new books for kids,new kids books,baby
genius,bank holiday books,books for the bank holiday
Damage Criteria The war to pull Earth and humanity back from the iron grip of slavery shifts
against an inhuman enemy both calculating and unpredictable. For those with the knowledge
and will to reclaim their planet, a blueprint for survival has emerged: to challenge the future,
they must reckon with the chilling and immutable past. Sustained Sweep Several baronies
have disappeared, as if swallowed by the earth. Strange disturbances lead Kane and the
others to a giant sinkhole in a remote and wild area of Mexico, where reality merges with an
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ancient culture of sorcery. Here, a beautiful, mysterious guerilla leader wages war against a
terrifying army of demons spiriting humans into the subterranean netherworld. Joining the fight,
the Cerberus rebels invade the cavernous chambers of a hidden world, and confront a selfstyled warlord using preDark nuclear tech to rule the depths of the planet.
The Washington Post and USA Today Bestseller "I might be Cinderella today, but I dread who
they'll think I am tomorrow. I guess it depends on what I do next." American Rebecca Porter
was never one for fairy tales. Her twin sister, Lacey, has always been the romantic who
fantasized about glamour and royalty, fame and fortune. Yet it's Bex who seeks adventure at
Oxford and finds herself living down the hall from Prince Nicholas, Great Britain's future king.
And when Bex can't resist falling for Nick, the person behind the prince, it propels her into a
world she did not expect to inhabit, under a spotlight she is not prepared to face. Dating Nick
immerses Bex in ritzy society, dazzling ski trips, and dinners at Kensington Palace with him
and his charming, troublesome brother, Freddie. But the relationship also comes with
unimaginable baggage: hysterical tabloids, Nick's sparkling and far more suitable ex-girlfriends,
and a royal family whose private life is much thornier and more tragic than anyone on the
outside knows. The pressures are almost too much to bear, as Bex struggles to reconcile the
man she loves with the monarch he's fated to become. Which is how she gets into trouble.
Now, on the eve of the wedding of the century, Bex is faced with whether everything she's
sacrificed for love-her career, her home, her family, maybe even herself-will have been for
nothing.
Download a special 25-page preview of the forthcoming ALPHABET anthology from Stacked
Deck Press, celebrating the Prism Comics Queer Press Grant. The full book features new work
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by nearly 50 wonderful comics creators.The ALPHABET anthology includes work by: Scott
Adams, Ahri Almeida, Tara Avery, Elizabeth Beier, Christianne Benedict, Bex, Paige Braddock,
Tod Brower, Jennifer Camper, Vi Cao, Ted Closson, Tyler Cohen, Howard Cruse, Dave
Davenport, Dylan Edwards, Tana Ford, Melanie Gillman, Diego Gomez, Dylan Good, Roberta
Gregory, Ashley R. Guillory, Justin Hall, Pam Harrison, Victor Hodge, Soizick Jaffree, Emeric
Kennard, Rupert Kinnard, Robert Kirby, Maia Kobabe, Jeff Krell, Hanna-Pirita Lekonnen, Ed
Luce, Steve MacIsaac, Jon Macy, Ajuan Mance, Knave Murdok, Hazel Newlevant, Hanna
Oliver, Eric Orner, Zak Plum, David Quantic, Carlo Quispe, Sonya Saturday, Mike Sullivan,
Dax Tran-Caffee, Robert Triptow, Josh Trujillo, and Kelsey Wroten.
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